
Britannia Park Onsite Activity Options        *Free! 

 

 
Hayman Challenge* 

 

The most popular element being mud crawl! Comprises of 9 

different activities from a tyre walk to the fireman's ladder. It can be 

used as is, or with the help of our activity sheets, as a more 

structured challenge. 

 

Possum Prowl* See our furry friends at night in their natural habitat. Explore the 18 

ha bush setting. 

 

Initiative Low Ropes Course 

 

Enjoy the fun and stimulation of the initiative ropes course. Trained 

instructors will take the group through this half day adventure. 

Perfect for groups to assist with "ice-breaking", team and 

confidence building. 

 

Orienteering* Maps are available for a variety of recently updated long and short 

courses throughout the scenic bush property. Orienteering teaches 

and hones skills such as map reading and compass work, along with 

team work and problem solving as students engage in working their 

way through a designated course. 

 

Wide Games Wide games are team orientated challenges played over a wide 

area. The games are challenges rather that individual focused and 

can be created specifically to teach or emphasise a theme. 

 

Possum Flyer 

 

This exciting half day challenge activity. A fantastic thrill generated 

by team effort. Each person takes a turn at being the ’possum’. 

They are harnessed and attached to one end of a rope. The rope 

runs over a pulley 14m high then back down to the rest of the team. 

This team is also attached to the rope. When they run the ‘possum’ 

gets a giant swing into the air. Great fun!    

 

  

Traverse Wall* Traverse wall climbing is a type of climbing that goes sideways 

instead of up. A great introduction to rock climbing dexterity! 

 

Archery An ancient sport that still challenges! Professional equipment and 

instruction make this a fun activity for all ages. 

 

Bush Craft  

 

Learn how to construct bush shelters, bush weaving and cook 

damper. Enjoy billy tea and outdoor cooking. Using the 

fireplaces/cooking drums provided, learn how to safely set up a 

campfire. 

 

Games equipment* Croquet, large snakes & ladders, large chess, bocce, twister, hula 

hoops & skipping ropes are all available for use onsite. 

 

 
 

 


